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AI in STEM AI in the Humanities



Transhumanism
Humans can and 

should use 
technology to 

transcend their 
biological limitations

Posthumanism
The traditional 

concept of "human" is 
no longer relevant, 

and we need to 
rethink our 

relationship with 
technology.

Augmentation
The use of technology 

to improve human 
capabilities. It is a 

practical way to 
improve our lives, and 

it is already being 
used in a variety of 

ways.

(Dégallier-Rochat, et. al., 2022)
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AI VS Human



EU AI Act 

Pro-innovation

UK AI Action Plan 

Risk prevention

US EO on AI

Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy 
development



Documentation Development Life Cycle (DDLC)

Technical communication
involves the delivery of 
clear, consistent, and 
factual information—
often stemming from 

complex concepts.
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AI transparency
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Model Cards for AI 
Transparency

• Model cards are a standardized 
way of documenting the key 
information about an AI model, 
including its training data, 
performance metrics, and 
potential biases. 

• Model cards can help users 
understand how an AI model 
works and make informed 
decisions about how to use it.

• Other terms: Method cards, 
Datasheets for Datasets, 
FactSheets, Data Statements 



Model Cards for AI Transparency: 
Literature review

Users

• Producers
• Agents
• Reviewers
• Users

Standards

• Consistent
• Comprehensive
• Intelligible and 

Concise
• Explainability, 

Uncertainty
• Principles

• Flexible
• Modular
• Extensible
• Accessible 

Evaluation

• Tailored for stakeholders
• Stakeholders, Language 

• Design Considerations
• Information Design, Visual and 

Interaction Design,
• Implementation, Integrated
• Tooling

• Guidance
• Trust and Safety
• Sensemaking and Skepticism

• Contextualization, Data
• Analysis, Examples,
• Information Seeking
• Interpretation

(Wadhwani & Jain, 2020; 
Nunes, et. al., 2022) 

(Mitchell, et. al., 2019) (Boyd, 2021; Crisan et. al., 2022; 
Pushkarna, et. al., 2022)
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User 
research 

Writing and 
Editing

Content strategy 
and Accessibility



Rhetorical prompt-
engineering
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Best practices for 
generating prompts for 

generative AI 
VS

General formula for 
prompt generation



General formula for prompt generation (TLDR!)

Prompt = (audience + genre + purpose + 
subject + context + exigence + writer)

Audience = the intended reader demographic of the content and their characteristics 
Genre = preferred genre selection 
Purpose = the author's purpose for writing or the reader's purpose for reading 
Subject = focus and details of the content
Context = the relevant circumstances outside of the content 
Exigence = the demand to write the content  
Writer = the intended writer of the content



Rhetorical situation

A rhetorical situation is “a natural 
context of persons, events, objects, 
relations, and an exigence which 
strongly invites utterance; this invited 
utterance participates naturally in the 
situation, is in many instances 
necessary to the completion of 
situational activity, and by means of its 
participation with situation, obtains its 
meaning and its rhetorical character”

(Bitzer, 1968)



Generative Pre-trained 
Transformers architecture



Contextual embedding

Woman :: QueenMan :: King   
Woman :: SisterMan :: Brother   



Identifying intent through classification 



Identifying intent through classification 



Generative Pre-trained 
Transformers architecture 

(Zhai, 2022)
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Other uses of rhetorical 
prompt engineering



Ethical editing
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Technical editing

Programmatic approach
• Knowledge of the rules involved (grammar, punctuation)
• Knowledge of how to apply the rules correctly
• Ability to apply the rules consistently throughout an 

editorial project
• Ability to interpret the rules to the author

Rhetorical approach
• Breadth of perspective
• Investigative persistence
• Flexibility
• Rhetorical knowledge and taste
• Empathy
• Self-confidence

(Buehler, 2003)



The edits that AI ‘sees’



The edits that AI cannot see

• Context different from the 
language used: war languagekill

• Non-relevant termsseminal

• Accessibility considerationssee

• Localization standardsinsights



Generative Pre-trained 
Transformers architecture 

(Zhai, 2022)



Woman :: QueenMan :: King   



Woman :: QueenMan :: King   
Woman :: SisterMan :: Brother   

Woman :: ?Man :: Doctor   



Woman :: QueenMan :: King   
Woman :: SisterMan :: Brother   
Woman :: NurseMan :: Doctor   

She :: FeministHe :: Realist
.
.
.

.

.

.



Canons of rhetoric

Invention

Arrangement

Style

Memory

Delivery

We make choices 
throughout the process of 
developing content. The 
five canons help us organize 
how we examine those 
choices.



Framework for ethical editing

With each canon, we can 
ask how we are or are not 
communicating about 
____, with ____ being any 
factor of concern for 
conscious inclusion.

Possible Factors to fill in the ___

Race
Ethnicity
Culture
Religion
Sex
Gender
Sexual Orientation
Age
Socioeconomic Status



Arrangement

1. Is ____ relevant to your 
audience?

2. Is ____ relevant to your 
message?

3. How does your message 
consider ____?



Uses of ethical editing
• Data preprocessing
• Fine tuning
• Content evaluation



User analysis through 
users' contributions
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Types of interactions for user research

(Schäfer, 2011)



Case study: Web analytics

Data was retrieved from the 
following tools:

• Google Analytics

• Pendo

• Salesforce



Actor network Theory 
"ANT is a social theory framework which 
puts emphasis on the concept of non-
human actors and the interplay between 
entities with agency, human and non-
human actors, as well as relations formed 
by negotiations and interactions to 
produce stable, heterogeneous networks 
of actors with aligned interests”. 

(Law 1992)





With AI, technical 
communicators will have to 
build infrastructures that 
record explicit and implicit 
contributions in AI tools to 
know the users better. 



Equity and social justice
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Autonomous driving in hybrid 
environments 



Impact of Human Behavior in a Mixed Traffic Environments

CCI Northern Virginia Node (NoVa Node) Human Behavior and Cybersecurity grant



Uses of human augmentation for 
UI/UX testing



Documentation Development Life Cycle (DDLC)

User 
research 

Writing and 
Editing

Content strategy 
and Accessibility

AI tools like 
UserTesting
and Maze for 
developing 
instructions. 

AI tools like 
ChatGPT for 
developing 
instructions. 

AI tools that enable 
real-time and 
context-aware 
communication 
with your users



ML development life cycle
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